PR Bulletin: June 10, 2015

Library Journal Reviews Two Harlequin Historical Titles: A Rose for
Major Flint by Louise Allen and A Mistress for Major Bartlett by
Annie Burrows
These reviews will appear in the June 15 print edition of Library Journal

Title: A Rose for Major Flint
Author: Louise Allen
Release date: June 2015
Imprint: Harlequin Historical
Price: $6.50 U.S.
Format: mmp
ISBN: 9780373298419
E-ISBN: 9781460384619

Maj. Adam Flint has no idea of the identity of the lovely, silent woman he rescued from a band
of deserters in Waterloo’s aftermath—a woman he’s decided to call Rose—and neither does
she. Shock has robbed her of both memory and speech, and her total trust in Adam makes her
his responsibility until she recovers. Slowly, the pieces begin to fall into place, but by the time
they do, Rose and Adam’s relationship has become serious, making the revelation that Rose is a
viscount’s daughter problematic to say the least.

VERDICT Social expectations collide with wartime reality in a tender, well-written story that
brings a loyal, baseborn officer and a gently bred heroine together in a satisfying romance
that nicely ties up the series. Allen (Compromised Lady) divides her time between a village in
Bedfordshire and a cottage on the Norfolk coast of England.
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Title: A Mistress for Major Bartlett
Author: Annie Burrows
Release date: June 2015
Imprint: Harlequin Historical
Price: $6.50 U.S.
Format: mmp
ISBN: 9780373298372
E-ISBN: 9781460382899

Unwilling to believe that her twin brother, Gideon, has been killed, impetuous Lady Sarah
Latymor rushes off to the muddy, blood-soaked Waterloo battlefield only to find not her twin
but a disoriented and badly wounded Maj. Tom “Cat” Bartlett. He’s one of Randall’s legendary
Rogues and a noted womanizer, but, naturally, Sarah can’t leave him to die. With no other
option, she brings him back to her rooms, patches him up, and takes over his care, never
thinking of the difference in their stations or the potential damage to her reputation.

VERDICT A notorious but honorable rake and a proud, sometimes reckless heroine flout
convention and find unlikely love in a story that doesn’t gloss over the heartbreaking
brutality of war. Burrows (Lord Havelock’s List) lives in the UK.
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